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About this book 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This book includes one short story 
entitled 'Story', a collection of poems 
written over January 2014 in Seoul, and 
a longer fiction piece entitled 
'Veronica's Bo Bo'.  
 
Each piece is stylistically very different, 
a small exhibit of my writing interests 
and directions at this point.  
 
I am interested in the way insular things 
like perception and feeling externalize 
through the writer and the medium, and 
how chaos can compress via 
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externalization and be quieted. I find the 
editing process to be a problem-solving 
device to induce calm in chaos. 
 
This book is dedicated to making fruit 
salad, ending up with tripe, and 
wondering where things went wrong.  
 
This book is dedicated to lunch meat 
and all its mystery. 
 
Some parts of this book are dedicated 
to Seoul, Korea, purveyor of Spam, 
where I recently moved. 
 
All bits and pieces are works of fiction.  
 
Emilia  Batchelor 
February 2014 
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Story 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“If someone said your hand smelled like 
pussy, would you take it as a compliment 
or accusation?” 
 
I asked him in the shower. Holding my fin-
gers up under his nose like a mustache. I 
wanted the shower cubicle to be an eleva-
tor and we’d get out in someone elses 
bathroom. No time to consider the impossi-
bility of the situation. Naked, wet in a 
stranger’s apartment. I wished more than I 
hoped there was God or meaning or any-
thing else, that things like that could hap-
pen. Then I’d really live. 
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“Is it your pussy?” 
 
“What does it smell like?” 
 
He licks my finger and says it tastes like 
sherbert. He gets out of the shower be-
cause he doesn’t really like showering with 
other people. I’m sure he doesn’t say no 
because what’s the point. But I like longer 
showers, and so I stay inside the cubicle, 
and the world is entirely drowned for all I 
care for the next ten minutes. 
 
If he asked if I felt like pizza, giving head, 
watch another episode, I said I did ‘cause 
why would I not. This style of reasoning 
wasn’t ok when he asked if I’d come with 
him to his grandad’s funeral. I would be-
cause how could I not. Words meant less 
the longer the sentence continued.  
 
There were little fruit flies everywhere in the 
kitchen. We laughed a lot when they dive-
bombed the screen when we watched 
Samsara stoned and it seemed like every-
thing around us, all the furniture, all the little 
bugs, the air, were getting off watching the 
movie. So vibrant, the wild, wide world in 
the living room. I was yelling yes-yes-yes! 
while he waved his hand at the screen say-
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ing no-no-no-no! We discussed whose side 
we were on when the bugs inherited the 
Earth. I was on the right side, catching flies 
with my big, shitty grin. So happy and con-
fident, almost alone, with him. Then some-
one came over and said, “you guys have 
fruit flies everywhere, gross”.  
 
He stood there in a towel. I put my finger on 
his back when I was just in arms reach, so 
that when he turned around he had to step 
toward me. He kissed me and brushed 
something away from my face and we both 
laughed because it seemed like it was go-
ing to be a fruit fly, squashed and scream-
ing in the wet on my face. 
 
The fruit flies infested the house like a dead 
body. The way kids run around a new 
house, inquisitive, delirious. They way kids 
kill in video games. The house breathed in 
the heat. I looked at my friend who was my 
housemate on the couch, her boyfriend 
slung over her legs. The latest in skinny 
jeans. I considered this nickname but it 
came off nasty. My thoughts were thrown 
into a million different fruit flies. I smiled 
sloppily at them in my towel, embarrassed, 
he went from fantasy to memory which is 
even more invisible. 
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“If someone said your hand smelled like 
pussy, would you take it as a compliment 
or accusation?” 
 
My friend was sitting in the passenger seat 
while I drove. She said “pussy, money, 
weed” quoting ASAP Rocky. She yelled “I’d 
take it as a compliment. I’d be fingering 
girls on the dl”. The window was open. I 
asked if she meant the dance floor or the 
down low. She laughed again. It felt good. 
A car came out of nowhere. I braked. The 
person was so enraged as to become a 
bleeding ball of fury cognizant only of fe-
male adversaries. He was hard white teeth, 
eyeballs as loop-di-loop jelly snakes, spit 
wound its way around and around 
Cuntssss. Self-flagellating corpse, who 
disappeared as magically as he arrived. 
 
My friend said “pussy” and I laughed be-
cause why wouldn’t I.  
 
I walked around my home and watched the 
flies buzzing eating up what remained of 
my friend. I left the burners on the gas 
stove and the pot had started smoking and 
my neighbors knocked and called the real 
estate and then put down the phone and 
called the fire department. I asked them to 
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repeat “they called the brigade”. Like I was 
a bushranger. In the heat of people that 
made sweat, of having to say that no, no 
one else lived here, she disappeared. Just 
some soft lungs for laughing that exhaust-
ed in the last of her cigarettes. 
 
I sat on the sofa and stroked my cats claw. 
Smells like pussy, I said to my cat. How do 
you feel about that? I would fall asleep and 
wake up tomorrow. Water would become 
steam, words, sentences, heat, sweat, 
time, deteriorate, regenerate. Another day. 
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Poems from 
January in Seoul 
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I had a banana and the yellow really 
was glowing 
 
파나나  
 
We went to a bar last night where eve-
ryone was really drunk and happy 
 
Literally every person was smiling and 
no one stood still for very long or sat 
down 
 
They ran around like it was a zoo 
 
Everyone was laughing and raising 
their eyebrows at each other like they'd 
just spotted them 
 
It's really you 
 
They did it to me 
 
Did the oh I like your flavor raised eye-
brow look 
 
It's really me and I've never felt prouder 
or more sure of it 
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In this place where they play the same 
music every night on rotation and know 
all the words 
 
Give that song a fresh coat of paint 
 
Everyone raising their eyebrows sky-
wards 
 
Imagined myself being born again from 
under a table here, though I was drunk 
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The day I kept thinking was Sunday 
 
뱀   
 
I saw a drunk man on the subway 
 
He was so drunk he was almost uncon-
scious 
 
He had white stuff on the front of his 
jeans and his fly was undone 
 
He kept dropping his wallet 
 
At one point he put his legs up and lay 
down 
 
And then he just sat back down again 
 
He tried crossing his legs but they 
wouldn't stay there 
 
I watched the videos about courteous 
subway travel  
 
A woman's foot hits a businessman’s 
leg when she crossedthem 
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A man's knees move sideways to open 
and hit the people next to him 
 
The hits are covered up by large car-
toon sparks 
 
Bam! 
 
I thought about the blurred images of 
knives and nudity I’d seen on television 
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Someone said poetry was getting a 
feeling out which seemed like a 
thing so beautiful it couldn’t be any-
thing but poetry and so I believed 
them 
 
ㅎ-ㅎ-ㅎ-ㅎ  
 
Tonight there is a gorilla sitting at the 
computer stroking a pet on his lap out-
side my window 
 
He buries his face in fur 
 
He dreams of a gorilla’s inner thigh and 
eats a mouthful of fur choking back a 
sob 
 
Loneliness is just until the next imag-
ined conversation with someone in the 
shower 
 
In the steam I can see him and he is 
sitting while looking at a woman’s big 
brown nipples  
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My eyes linger on the small piece of fur 
between her legs like a paw print 
 
I want to see him laugh and also to get 
a feeling out 
 
I can see something soft I can put on 
my lap and warm my inner thigh  
 
‘Loneliness is just until the next imag-
ined conversation’ 
 
Bury my face in a thing and press until 
it is so compact it becomes stone and 
cold 
 
H-h-h-h kind of sobbing or laughing  
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I see my new calendar is endorsed 
by Seoul City Gas,  
Jesus 
 
일  
 
I missed the boat on becoming a teen 
mom 
 
Time passing is unstoppable and gain-
ing momentum 
 
I got so scared when the reflection of 
two mirrored rims of a corner in my 
building caused a momentary sensation 
that I was about to collide with an alter-
nate self 
 
Talking to yourself is one thing 
 
Talking to yourself is one other thing 
 
Considered whether or not I’d prefer to 
take a bullet over an abortion  
 
Walking into yourself is another thing 
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I like to think of a space vacuum as 
God’s labour saving device  
 
Hit that corner a million times in a split 
second and clean it up 
 
Clean it right up 
    
When we look up and the sun changes 
position slightly and a year too late 
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Everyone is a sociopath but act 
normal for the most part, really eve-
ryone's just in the waiting room to 
become sociopaths and reading the 
magazines 
 
뭐   
 
I found something in my teeth and wor-
ried it was flesh because of something I 
read 
 
Something I dreamt 
 
The subway swims 
 
I am floating or there is something float-
ing in me 
 
The tree of man beside me sleeping 
 
Good job guy 
 
There is a lot of staring done at feet as 
well as the sky 
 
I’m wondering, like an idiot,what are the 
feet telling us 
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Long hair 
Strings 
 
ㅋㅋㅋ  
 
A girl is blowing heavily on a bowl of 
noodles and meat 
 
Like cartoon animated heavy blowing 
 
She slurps the soup and talks with noo-
dles coming out 
 
Emphasizes her actions on the small 
screen 
 
Flips her hair and some goes in the 
soup and imagine them tangling and 
turning on her 
 
The risk involved 
 
The steam in here 
 
Her shirt says I (love heart) but the rest 
is obscured by the big bowl of noodles 
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Lunch meat  
 
스팸   
 
The pantry is open 
 
Full like intestines stacked and pushing 
 
The people next door are entering each 
other 
 
Yeah I mean it sounds like he is digest-
ing her 
 
I lost a kilo atsome point yesterday 
 
Luckily Earth went down in size to fit 
me 
 
I love it so so much I tell the window 
 
Yes! Oh yes 
 
I whisper so they won’t hear me 
 
Via objects like limbs 
 
Or objects attached to my limbs 
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Or my limbs reflected in objects or 
something 
 
Over eight million people in this city 
saw Frozen the Disney movie 
 
I yelled What! Oh yes 
 
The image of the open pantry with guts 
spilling out is confused with buildings 
falling down 
 
Ice splinters 
 
A million pairs of eyes 
 
And the feeling of this little kid next to 
me's breath on my fingers in winter 
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That there are that many people and 
none of them are in my space is im-
probable 
 
여기   
 
The sound of the fridge makes me 
nervous like it might explode it in the 
night and I'll get a glass shard in my 
brain and will turn up to the gates of 
heaven covered in food scrap 
 
Well lookie here 
 
The feeling of holding a jelly blubber out 
of water and you think choking or what 
it must feel like to go very far up a 
mountain where the air is thinnest 
 
Something small can accomplish such 
a feat 
 
No matter what the view is the eyes are 
still the same right so I feel better about 
this situation  
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Like assured and taking in the fake 
flowers in front of the grey blind cover-
ing the window to the street 
 
The dream where everyone is in a cage 
at the zoo 
 
Is it worse if they are all locked up to-
gether or have their own space 
 
I'm not sure 
 
I'm just gonna sit here very still under 
the food scraps like a tent and hope no 
one looks this way 
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Like you 
 
ㅅ  
 
The monster inside snuggled into the 
blankets, blinked, rubbed my back  
 
I got goosebumps 
 
I saw the guy from New Jersey and 
gave him a bug 
 
Then I was crushing him 
 
With our combined weight we were fall-
ing through the concrete like an eleva-
tor shaft 
 
Dropping 
 
I swear 
 
He whispered in my ear 
 
Breathe slowly 
 
Bend your knees  
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Veronica's Bo Bo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I should stop being so nice to people-” 
was my thought while I waited for the 
elevator.  
 
It was going from B2 to the first floor. 
From the moment my finger pressed 
the up arrow, my brain thought “I should 
stop being so nice to people” until the 
doors opened, and, faced with my re-
flection, I interceded its continuation 
and interrogation, with preening. 
 
I got into the elevator and checked my 
teeth up close in the mirror, my mouth a 
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wide, rectangular shape. One mental 
step backward, my extreme, retarded 
grin looked like the devil taking hold. 
Taking stock of my entire body- such 
assholiness! A heart. Was thumping! 
My heart? I smiled nice. A me time 
smile. Telling myself it was ok. 
 
Checked out my eyelids then. They 
were flakey and puffed. Good nuff t'eat. 
I joked, just between my brain and eye-
balls (sitting behind one another, one 
fatty behind two people blocking the 
view of, say, the World Movies chan-
nel)that I might've gone to the plastic 
surgeon- and, as a result of failed trans-
lation, been given a double, conse-
quently quadruple, eyelid and wound up 
looking like Droopy, anthropomorphic 
detective dog, in an animated rehash of 
Face Off. WOW. 
 
The elevator pinged level two, admitted 
no one. The doors closing, a sudden 
rush, the winter cold crept up my leg to 
ensnare my pubis. It held on and 
hitched a ride up to the eighth floor, 
jimmied up the stiff poke of my leg hair, 
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like a Vanuatuan up coconut tree to the 
delight. Pinged again. The cold jumped 
down the throat of my neighbors toy 
poodle. My hand off the buttons, we 
traded power via forefingers, like E.T, 
my finger up yours. What? We shared a 
metaphor without consent.  
 
I got inside my apartment and breathed 
out. This breath contained the bottom 
eighth of all previous breaths since last 
leaving my apartment, and was unex-
pectedly huge. Like a whoopsey cush-
ion, yes? I gagged, sudden, and threw 
up in the toilet bowl. The vomiting was 
stress related. My therapist said so, 
Marty the bo-bo po-po.The vomiting, I 
knew, rather was an aftereffect of 
space travel, or time travel. They both, I 
expect, ran on perpendicular axes that 
I, efficient housewife, traversed as any 
old bird in space would, in a straight 
diagonal.  
 
The therapist wanted to talk about both 
babies, but I would only talk about the 
wrong one - the one who was recover-
ing in the hospital, that didn’t belong to 
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me, the one with Veronica’s DNA. Beau 
was also feverish and weakened from 
the flight back to Earth. I laughed at the 
nurse who, in almighty disgust, told me 
he seemed disoriented. I mean, what 
eighteen month old, barely-walking 
babe walks with direction. My babe had 
Saturday Night Fever. Maybe the Sci-
entologists did have my brain locked up 
somewhere (in a movie theatre, behind 
two balls, and I couldn’t see). 
 
I was so tired I let them take Beau and 
wheel me away to my own private cell, 
to take tests and poke my skin with 
needles and ask questions of varying 
depths and entry points. Nothing pene-
trated far. Fluids flew out and answers 
came in the chunks I managed to hack 
from my memory with a personal pick 
axe. I hacked at my Bo Bo's face with 
that pick axe and slowly he came apart 
from myself. I saw pieces of him and 
me flying through the tube like I was 
waving him off to school from beside a 
train one day in the future... I should 
say pieces of me and pieces of him that 
we're really pieces Veronica. Now I im-
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agine the three of us inside me and I 
feel panicked. Pregnant with Veronica? 
We shared a metaphor we shared a 
dream. We shared a car space. AH. I 
was tired and could have watched my 
brain pour out my nose at the top of a 
staircase, coiling in descent to the floor, 
and lopsidedly handling the stairs in 
slinky fashion. I could have done with a 
laugh that hurt. I felt tired, too tired to 
laugh.  
 
But the brain won't stop. Too much 
stimulation, I hear. I heard, when the 
doctor said it. But really when you think 
about it, the repetition of the things you 
heard again and again, while hearing 
presently also, that's two times the 
stimulation already of just the one 
sense... 
 
---- 
 
I was released the following day and 
hungry as hell. I went and sat in a food 
court, playing jazzy blues versions of 
popular hits from the nineties, currently 
The Rembrandts I'll Be There For You, 
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sitting next to two young men who I 
thought had nabbed a table not yet 
cleared of dirty dishes so that they 
could drink six large bottles of beer un-
accosted by staff. One, the one closest 
to me, was drinking faster in a manner 
that suggested he either had nothing to 
say, or the subject of his companion’s 
long, drunk speech was making him 
nervous and/or severely depressed.  
 
I bumped his arms as if by accident, but 
really to remind him that people existed 
in their physical capacity as well as 
their ability to shock and shame. He 
turned and I could see his was still an 
adolescent, with manliness poking out 
at odd angles from some perspectives, 
that would one day spin fast in a circle 
and combine to become, like the frog 
into a prince, a suitable age for me to 
bang. AH. Nah, I smiled at him, as he 
excused himself. I felt a blush creeping 
up my neck. Oh HECK. The horror of 
visible desire that could be rejected, 
disgust no less, the young, bristling ob-
ject of its affection. I turned away 
chuckling to myself. Looked at my re-
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flection in my phone and said, it's just 
you and me babe, and head butted it.  
 
Back in the world again, I felt like a 
wide eyed, lonely, tourist, living off the 
stimulation- not thinking about home 
and what was missing. As I reminded 
myself more that day, that this was 
permanent, until the world exploded or 
something, the paint dried before my 
eyes. My eyes themselves produced 
liquid. I missed Bo and I wanted to 
know I would have him before I went 
home, alone, to a house of hard hot 
surfaces and cold soft ones. Stove 
tops, shower head, electric knife. Pil-
lows and socks and bread tops. I want-
ed to have advanced my situation in the 
direction of getting my, not my...child 
back before beholding with mine eyes 
these sad, stupid things. My shit. My 
shit and my shit. There was nothing I 
could do, except watch people in public 
also look brave about bleak, internal 
situations.  
 
I was in the hospital again talking to the 
professional who poked in metaphor, 
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who doled out advice, that also came in 
capsules. He wasn’t a bad guy at it. Big 
and bearded, with a nice, natural grace, 
the kind some large limbed people have 
- a lightness of intonation, gesture, of a 
doll designed to get its users off. He 
comfortably inhabited the street called 
one way intimacy. Shrinks and council-
lors are paid to weather the shit flying 
from people whose inside tickers have 
been left inches from the powerpoint, 
and suddenly, at insane inflated prices, 
been supercharged with electric energy. 
I felt for him. The POOR BASTARDS. 
The boar pastors are usually the ones 
to blame, and then people come to get 
rearranged correctly. But I didn’t have a 
problem divulging to Marty, good look-
ing, healthy, personable. You don’t trust 
a doctor with random bald patches or a 
beer gut, a mole with a fat black spot in 
the bullseye. You don’t unload misery 
on them. In the hospital my meals on 
wheels lady was just an extra four 
spokes and it made it so much more 
stressful that there was nothing eatable 
on the goddamn plate. 
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I affected the weathered positivity of a 
sailor. It was a safe umbrella, the kind 
that was a public pink and grey and 
khaki on the side projected back to the 
owner when things ‘blew up’. “Marty, 
pleased to meet you, getting down to 
business hey son”, a willing participant 
in my own deconstruction. “Why don’t 
you tell me your side of the story Mar-
tha”. No one had called me Martha, not 
Mary, since I myself was a babe in 
arms. It felt good. Like I could tell the 
events as a tale, surplanting Martha, 
the woman in the chair of Norwegian 
design (light and ergonomic) into the 
pathetic existence of MARY, the stolid 
mother, died in the first month of baby 
weight, living in a concrete limbo with 
three thousand others of the same fate. 
The sad, fat, baby-snatched brigade. 
 
I want you to take me back Mar-
tha…Listen to my voice… 
 
Take me back with you Martha… 
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(The ergonomic chair lifted off the 
ground) 
 
---- 
 
Well we shot off the planet one by one. 
It wasn't a conga line of new mums 
down the grocery aisle, swapping tips 
on rearing, nappies, gossiping. We 
were no longer the mule but back on 
the wagon, SEX’D UP, getting the body 
back, strapping back on the baby knap-
sack- until, all of a sudden, we died. 
Welcome to the afterlife! What a steam-
ing pile of cosmic bullshit. From there 
on in began the random removal of new 
mothers from Earth. Away from their 
babies arms, their lips forming their 
very first 'ma-ma'- as mama herself 
shot through the ceiling and hurtled 
through the stratosphere. It was the first 
time I felt a part of the natural environ-
ment, conscious of my atomic being 
pushed out by another mother, Earth. 
Though I was moving away from her, I 
no longer felt 'on top' of her as I had 
lived my entire life. Deep space felt 
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more like deep sea, both places are 
sick with sadness, busy as all hell. 
 
My offspring (I struggle to remember 
which exact gender it was, just gleeful, 
fat androgyny as I departed familial no 
familiaris) pounced playfully at my toes. 
That baby-faced grrrrejection was the 
goddamn sweetest send off I could 
hope for, rocketing as I was into oblivi-
on. To this place we are now. A ladies 
limbo that is less of a support clinic (I 
would imagine a depressingly beige 
based pallet with wishy washy floral 
designs something between abortive 
and retiree) than an outdoor car park, 
with one burnt out Hyundai and a 
maintenance shack. 
 
We can hear the people on Earth if we 
tune into it. It's all outdoors up here, 
and there isn’t anywhere to get any 
proper privacy, so you may as well lis-
ten to ‘the other side’ and scan for in-
teresting tidbits. Aural grocery shopping 
for the checked-out chick. There are 
times when what you hear strikes some 
emotional chord, observable as it is 
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Dopplered. Retrospection is this won-
derful feeling, of warmth disconnected 
from responsibility. It’s pure narcissism- 
filling up the space of the real emotion 
is this fuel, like happy gas, of total self 
indulgence and self pity. Maybe it’s 
something to do with the altitude but 
none of the self-loathing, the indecision, 
the goddamn ‘future’ pops in to let all 
the happy gas out into the ether. Of 
course the practical point of listening is 
that you learn about what they think got 
us here, what really happened.  
 
Us, that is, the new mothers. In the 
flush of new life, we started a new 
chapter, only to then to skip to the post-
script. The first group of late-teens re-
moved came from Western Australia. 
Arid country there I hear, and they have 
acclimatized the most of everyone. 
Then others came in, great lashings of 
female bulk that has now slowed to in-
termittent arrivals. Teenagers to the 
latter-middle-aged. A section of the 
'park mashed up by pot-holes has been 
taken up by the young mums, the 'cher-
ry pickers' (EUGH), and then some of 
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the mature age mothers camp in the 
maintenance shack. There they have 
look outs, broom duty, trivia nights 
about celebrity mayhem, popular televi-
sion, to keep the mind sharp. Then 
there’s everyone in between, who just 
kind of sits and stands and then goes to 
sleep when it gets darker, or really just 
any time these days, tuning in and out 
of whatever’s happening on Earth. 
 
The people down there seem to have 
whittled the situation down to two op-
tions, one of divine intervention, and the 
other is an evolutionary ticking ‘time-
bomb’ designed to curtail an era of 
global senescence. A time bomb seems 
more accurate, in terms of the physical 
blast we all felt as we blew off the plan-
et. There's a piece missing in my 
makeup, that got lost along the way. 
The body doesn't function the old famil-
iar way for any goddamn reason. Like 
everything inside, the brain and 
thoughts too, agreed there was nothing 
to live for any more, but shrugged, as if 
it were business as usual. Despite baby 
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weight and sore nipples, it's trying to 
forget about that weird period where it 
was doing all this and extra for another 
human being. To see this as some kind 
of holiday sans valise. No one else 
seems overwhelmed by sadness, like I 
said, because of that floaty, tenuous 
feelings situation, but no one is at 
peace either. And I'm not expecting 
much, if the divine intervened then he 
or she did so by mistake.  
 
They say given the fact that the deaths 
began to happen in developed coun-
tries, all across Europe and Western 
nations, America, Australia, the UK, 
then Japan got hit in a big way, and 
here and there internationally other con-
tinents suffered, meant the time bomb 
had some sort of ‘trip’ mechanism that 
would activate as an ageing population 
began to tip the scales territorially. I 
was never so interested in science, sto-
ically disloyal to any theology or brand 
of ‘getting here’ that wasn’t, well, rele-
vant to time frames of say, a commute. 
Separating mothers from daughters like 
ripping out and binning the heart of a 
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capsicum seems so unapologetically 
brutal- I feel a numbed disqualification 
rather than true loss, and can't believe 
in a conscious decision, a conscious-
ness, a decider (O.G!) behind it. Re-
cently, the rate of deaths seems to be 
slowing, leaving a world overpopulated 
by men. Developed nations are copping 
it, in health care, in childcare, general 
financial malaise, a lot of societal fear 
especially against not targeted coun-
tries. Seems like the affected nations 
are going to have to open up their doors 
to new immigrants, though  we don’t set 
much store by peaceful Integration. 
 
There is one woman here who stands 
out among the rest, an outsider who 
doesn't harmonize with the daily drone. 
The collective doleful, contemplative 
silence in the first weeks, months, has 
revealed itself as pure, excruciating 
boredom, rather than simply loneliness. 
Even as we make an attempt to get to 
know each other. Boredom is bad smell 
you can’t leave behind. You realize its 
your own decay. Veronica is quiet too 
but preoccupied. Though still a teenag-
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er, she possesses the vacant, peacea-
ble disposition one might find in very, 
very old women, sitting on public park 
benches in mild weather, thinking ap-
parently nothing except nothing is finer 
than right there and then. A blooming 
flower among weeds. We are ghosts of 
sagging mattresses washed up and 
wrung out in hospice on some dead 
island. Her dark undergrowth in bleach 
blonde hair, her blistering pustules are 
a spinning compass. She is the surrep-
titious crab of sweet tasting flesh, paw-
ing for mettle in our remains. 
 
I noticed her strangeness after I 
bumped into her, physically almost 
mowed her down, while honoring the 
hour of exercise I instated in my days 
here about a month into the separation. 
 
Veronica seemed out of sorts, she was 
stumbling and must have made a mis-
step for her to appear so abruptly in the 
middle of my lunges, that coursed back 
and forth between a white line of one of 
the car spaces and the beginning of 
‘the potholes’. My bullish efforts had 
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never worried the teens who tend oth-
erwise toward territorial, but my colli-
sion with Veronica seemed to sprawl 
her into even further discomfort and 
possibly pain. I felt pissed, uncharitable, 
regret, and escorted her to the parking 
spot where she usually sat with a blan-
ket that she had been clutching since 
she had first arrived. Veronica was one 
of the few who possessed anything 
from Earth still, and having the blanket 
back in hand seemed to calm her down. 
There was a name sewn into the blan-
ket and I asked if that was her son’s 
name, ‘Mikey’?  
 
I suppose it would seem unkind to 
begin a conversation with a woman 
who has just died after childbirth about 
said child and their life cut short togeth-
er, but it also wasn't. We’ve formed no 
social codes around euphemism and 
passivity within the group. The direc-
tionless discontent is tendered by in-
dignation at our SHEER BAD LUCK. 
We hold the blame of our passing in our 
hands like a placenta dramatically, wait-
ing for the nurse to take it away, so we 
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can get on with the still-useable stuff. 
The women find some comfort, and 
ease away from a typical wraith-like 
countenance of the condemned, in re-
membering their pregnancies and birth-
ing, and in guessing the characteristics 
of their child (both presently and in the 
future), so I thought I would head the 
conversation, if there need be one, on 
that bent. 
 
Veronica had a son to a Chinese-
American man who she met on the wa-
ter. The water? I asked. Maybe some 
kind of cruise, a holiday. A corporate 
outing of a wealthy friend. A seaside 
wander where solitude became seren-
dipitous. A near drowning, a lifesaver. A 
plumbing problem, a PLUMBER. Etc, 
etc. More and more as time passes, the 
details of our real lives beg of infor-
mation like dogs on a stoop, waiting for 
a nourishing scrap to appear. We are 
watching, crazy hungry, for shadows of 
definition in filtered light onto the street. 
Veronica started talking about the kid 
itself and I watched the red flush come 
across her cheek, left to right, a narra-
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tive arc as her memory not only formed 
this kid but, like the dog cannot dare to 
dream in, the color, texture, sound of 
him. She told me when she died, she 
had been sitting with her son, Bradley, 
in the park down the road from her 
house. She called him ‘my fat caterpil-
lar’, his tubular limbs and rotund log-like 
torso was trussed into an almond 
shaped cocoon of puffy, plasticized ma-
terial. It was windy that day and one 
cheek had come up in bumps, from 
cold maybe, some kind of reaction to 
the innumerable things new life has yet 
to acclimatize.  
 
I abhorred her at that moment,  
 
her fingers feeling out the air like his 
body floated before us,  
 
dancing out of reach in invisible eye-
wear, giggling and teasing us, pinching 
our bottoms, getting underfoot, my skin, 
crawling between our legs.  
 
I remember less than zero of my baby, 
a 3D image, a sediment that weathered 
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and wore my own short lived emotions. 
And so I removed myself, an outlier in 
the recollective radius, from Veronica’s 
company abruptly. But before I went 
she said this: “his head was real heavy, 
like a boulder, and then the rest of him 
was a pin cushion. All soft, round, like a 
pair of socks all curled up into them-
selves. And he smelt like new bread, he 
was fresh and hot enough to eat”.  
 
I felt nauseous. The fire of Veronica’s 
loins escaped from behind her blackest 
pupils, and I heard a voice say, a head 
rush crushing a paste of my brain: 
'SOMETHINGS UP MARY'. 
 
I had two dreams that night. One was 
about receiving a phone call while 
trapped somehow in a dirty t-shirt, that I 
could pull or push to control. I lost the 
line. The night was depressingly, harsh-
ly silent, darkness that makes you cry 
out for a response. I am convinced the 
silence fills the shadow that may con-
ceal people, and if the capacity of dark-
ness has a defined limit, the limit is the 
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distance travelled by the sound of your 
cry.  
 
The second dream was about Veronica, 
far along in pregnancy, suffering under 
the weight now bearing heavily on her 
frame. Veronica is not a small woman 
but of strange proportions. She has fea-
tures that exceed her main frame, large 
eyes, lobes and fattened lips, knobby 
joints that act as narrow intersections of 
muscular limbs, strong thighs and 
shapely calves. Her pelvic floor like for-
ceps opened, to bear the baby into an-
cestral likeness, natural chain-link ef-
fect. Tragically, the baby that Veronica 
bore in the dream was months prema-
ture and less human than a breed of 
dog. I guessed that had the baby been 
allowed to gestate and develop longer 
inside the womb it would have come out 
more or less human, but when this ba-
by yawned open its mouth, exposed 
were an entire top and bottom rows of 
pointy, puppy teeth, a long rolling car-
pet of tongue. Funny thing, I remember 
thinking, its about to take a deep breath 
and start crying with a feeling of relief, 
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but the yawn instead, its expression 
looked like ‘glad that's over’. Veronica 
sighed in happiness and genuine relief, 
and cradled her new offspring into her 
breast. The child latched on and sucked 
on her tit with sexual tenaciousness, a 
scalawag game of tugging and teasing. 
I felt confused, as much by my fascina-
tion, and self-conscious of my criticism, 
replaying the scene over as if there 
were infinite dreamers critiquing the 
formers assessment. In the very least, it 
was simultaneously bestial, cute and 
comforting, with all the warmth and true 
gore of mammalian birth.  
 
I woke up feeling of less human density 
that of some other substance, heavier 
and less refined. Perhaps this was my 
first real deep sleep since I died. I didn’t 
know such a thing was possible. I 
thought that all previous efforts had 
been learned iterations of that singular 
‘drop off’ moment from reality into de-
fenseless unconsciousness.This en-
cumbering solidity was accompanied by 
my own certainty of an acute fear real-
ized via the dream. Veronica was preg-
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nant, not a dead mother like the rest. 
Likely she had been abducted from 
Earth to this place when impregnated, 
perhaps at the very moment of fertiliza-
tion, like the carefree dolphin ensnared 
in a tuna trawler’s net. 
 
My suspicions were confirmed only 
three weeks later. She must have some 
hide away where she bails out her 
morning sickness, my guess is in the 
cleft behind the shed, a shadowy, pri-
vate ‘hole’, that we had considered us-
ing as a communal toilet when we ar-
rived (if fact, after everyone had emp-
tied their stomachs one last time, no 
one since felt hungry) and then return to 
the group. Her belly was swelling up in 
that casual morning bloom pregnant 
women possess all of a sudden - one 
day it’s indigestion, next day, the emer-
gence of a shy but all the more miracu-
lous something, and no one really 
knows what. A baby, like the sun, casts 
a shadow but is itself a source of light. 
In this grey quadrangle where we make 
eye contact and chat, all I can ever 
think about is how the other person is 
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boring into my eyes with their eyes and 
I lose the will to carry on a conversation 
that is really only a verbal bracket (with 
nothing in the middle).  
It has slowly become apparent that new 
mothers without offspring wear the sad 
heffa eyes of Mrs Darcy, while elusive, 
imaginary Peters gambol unawares. 
Seeing Veronica in the redress of 
motherliness has made those empty 
pockets of feeling fill with thicker stuff, 
my hands can thrust deeper and are 
pulling out all of strange, immemorial 
sorts. I find it hard to talk to the other 
women, and spend my time in weird 
protective observation of Veronica. My 
thoughts have become a run-on dia-
logue between my own internal negotia-
tions, discussions with an imaginary 
Veronica, sometimes with the real Ve-
ronica, and ever since my interaction 
with the rest of the camp as dwindled. 
Most of them have restrained interac-
tion with me too, as Veronica’s (oh how 
they HEEHAWED while nicknaming 
me) ‘guardian angel’. Occasionally I 
deliver her information about the days 
progress, which could be contrived 
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small talk, though takes more the form 
of a report, and take stock myself of 
any development of her condition. It's a 
kind of menial, hissy interview from 
which I, not without my own personal 
menace, make psychological assess-
ments of her character and wellbeing.  
 
In moments of solitude when given to 
distraction, I have a number of times 
felt overwhelming sadness and grief. I 
started crying in the middle of my fit-
ness routine, pulling a quad while 
squatting, and then during the fall, all 
self-control sort of wobbled away and I 
turned into a sopping mess on the 
pavement. My mind was making the 
rounds of what I could see before me, 
the girls over by the potholes plotting, a 
40-something telling someone else off 
to an audience, some other mothers 
kicking a soccer ball in a friendly game 
(this too showed up with one mum, who 
was, thankfully, generous with its well-
flogged leather hide), and I could sud-
denly sense this blank spot in the field 
of my vision, of the exterior scene 
mixed up with all the images in my 
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memories, and I couldn’t find the details 
of my family, my life anywhere in be-
tween. 
 
In the time that Veronica showed, the 
large-scale production that was her 
pregnancy accumulated the glamour, 
behind-the-scenes gossip, jealousy and 
jargon of a Broadway show. Women, in 
both spite and adoration, depending on 
their mood - mood swings being a hap-
hazard phenomenon somewhere be-
tween mania and menses- talked to 
each other in extended discussion (a 
secondary development) about her 
growth, her movements, her moments. 
Here, in this dank place, the signifi-
cance of a woman glowing, a child’s 
coming in a second life, largely sub-
sumed the superficial patter of most 
baby showers. Could the woman really 
birth a goddamn angel? Who the hell 
was DELIVERING? How on EARTH 
would we care for the holy cherub, and 
what would it mean for our eternal 
souls, that it might judge us, for its hole-
ridden baby blanket, its PTSD mother 
and us, her sad, segregated convent? 
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Alas, the child looked like any other, or 
better. I didn't have much time those 
last days to postulate. I spent most of 
the day running errands for the child, 
my movements careful around the 
mother. Veronica seemed to be waning 
as her child waxed, growing more exu-
berant in sight and sound every day . 
She has desisted with her recollections 
about ‘Mikey’, who she admitted was 
never more than the intended recipient 
of a gift hand-embroidered by a creative 
yet frumpy girlfriend for a baby shower, 
that she happened to be admiring when 
she died. She had fallen to despair for 
her child to now be raised in such a 
bleak environment. Perhaps. No one 
knew her true sadness. She uttered 
only a few words after the birth, most 
‘no’, and her movements slowed, sly, 
purposefully delayed. While I ran after 
the child, and everyone else watched 
on, like one might observe a puppy in 
the pet shop, lots of cooing, lots of 
empty 'oh could I....’ before scramming 
to the next window, which is in this in-
stance, just the next empty car space. 
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It really felt like heaven. I was nanny to 
the child, who was growing and devel-
oping in the expectedly stunted way 
one might, having nothing but late-teen 
to middle age women as playthings, 
role models, and visual distraction. I felt 
in over my head, the kind of sick to your 
stomach now flung itself up into your 
throat like a bungy jumper returning, 
screaming. The insistent knocking of an 
agoraphobic, who, after their initial suc-
cess at having left the house, regretted 
the insane decision, only to realize they 
had locked their keys on the inside, 
then beginning to insistently rap on the 
front door in hopeless, reckless disbe-
lief. It is the stress and to and fro of de-
pendency. It is a drug. Lord knows I’m 
ready for it, with now Veronica too, like 
my debilitating mother Jude who 
clucked at me, and I soothe and stroke 
her delicate hand with the soft, careful 
skin of the newborn. Life had come a 
second time around, a shocking, ab-
stract picture. I no longer wondered 
about the past, my shadow stretched 
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out on the concrete in front of me, and a 
familiar bulge at my side- 
 
---- 
 
Martha? 
 
Martha? The baby is fine. He's doing 
well in our care. You'll be able to see 
him as soon as you're ready. 
 
"And then we came home." 
 
I felt woozy. I stood up and my body, 
too much already barely contained, ge-
latinous, began to overflow, becoming a 
river, of tears from a well deep enough 
to taste black and bitter. The sound was 
terrible and rattling. 
 
I smiled at him, what else could I do. 
The devil rising, a timid, lost soul on 
Earth. 
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